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HotWrap™ Blanket Heater

Heat That Drum!
Includes insulated TopHat™ with 1 or more bung-hole access openings!
•
•
•
•
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Auto-heat control prevents drum material from overheating
Includes the TopHat™ drum-top, single wall insulation cover
Instant bunghole access via cut-out ports for 1 or more bungs
Single wall insulation (also available in double wall insulation)
Offers EasyMount™ belt closure, for secure, safe mounting

Model No. DM-55DHB/1M, metal drum HotWrap™ heater
110 or 240 volt, 50-60Hz, 240 watt, settings to 150°F max. temp.

Model No. DM-55DHB/1P, plastic drum HotWrap™ heater
110 or 240 volt, 50-60Hz, 240 watt, settings to 110°F max. temp.

Heat that Drum!

This insulated heated blanket is for standard 55 gallon (210 liter) metal or plastic
drums. Our preprogrammed auto-heat control prevents overheating and saves energy.
™
The blanket has a standard preset temperature at 68°F (20°C). The HotWrap which
can also be ordered with other temperature presets, for example to a 110°F (45°C) limit
™
for plastic drums, and up to 150°F, for steel drums. The HotWrap will maintain
approximately 50°F (10°C) increase in temperature over most outside ambient
temperatures.
The HotWrap™ drum heater offers the most uniform distribution of heat available while being the least expensive method - to keep 55 gallon drums of liquid at operating
temperatures or protecting them from freezing. 110 volt models are supplied with a
standard 3 prong plug on 5 foot cord. 230 volt models are supplied with a 3-wire cord for
the end user to wire to local code.

Incorporating an integral insulating layer and durable vinyl outer jacket, the HotWrap™ heat energy is almost entirely
directed inward toward the drum’s contents. Almost no heat is dissipated to the atmosphere as with other drum heating
methods. With over 10 square feet of heating area, the HotWrap™ provides far more even heat than is possible with a "belt" or
“cartridge” only providing about 2 square feet. There is no need to worry about your product being scorched with the
HotWrap™ drum heater. It can keep drum contents up to 50°F warmer than the ambient temperature (delta T). The top cap
cover even has a reinforced bung hole area that can be cut out if access to the contents is required while the heaters are
operating.
The EasyMount™ belt closure method easily provides the best
way for mounting this drum wrap heater as you dismount and
remount it from drum-to-drum. The EasyMount™ offers quick,
trouble-free, cinch-mounting for maximum tightness to the drum wall.
With the HotWrap™ in place, it reduces the need for additional
heating power by providing a completely insulated jacket and hat
encapsulation over the drum. This durable, light weight, insulated
covering is ideal for both indoor and outdoor (under shelter) use.
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